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Among other things, this book is about 260 pages long. It is also a gentle introduction to Perl. By the
time you've gone through this book, you'll have touched on the majority of the simpler operations and
common language idioms found in most Perl programs.

This book is not intended as a comprehensive guide to Perl; on the contrary, in order to keep the book
from growing unmanageably large, we've been selective about covering only those constructs and issues
that you're most likely to use early in your Perl programming career.

As a prelude to your more advanced study, however, we've included a heavier chapter at the end of the
book. It's about CGI programming, but along the way, it touches upon library modules, references, and
object-oriented programming in Perl. We hope it whets your appetite for these more advanced topics.
Each chapter ends with a series of exercises designed to help you practice what you have just read. If you
read at a typical pace and do all the exercises, you should be able to get through each chapter in about
two to three hours, or about 30 to 40 hours for the entire book.

This book is meant to be a companion volume to the classic Programming Perl, Second Edition, by Larry
Wall, Randal L. Schwartz, and Tom Christiansen, published by O'Reilly & Associates, the complete
reference book on the language.
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Perspectives on Multimedia: Communication, Media and Information TechnologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
"...There is most likely something for everyone in this book…" (Computer Bulletin, January 2005)     

   The uses of multimedia are rapidly increasing. Its power to present information in ways not previously possible and its integration of resources, allow for the creation of rich learning environments. Perspectives on...
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Practical GameMaker Projects: Build Games with GameMaker Studio 2Apress, 2018

	
		Make ten simple, casual games, and learn a ton of GML coding along the way. Each of these games is the kind you can play when you have a minute or two free, and are great for playing on your PC, or exported to HTML5 or Android.
	


	
		Each game in Practical GameMaker Projects has its own chapter that explains...
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The Art of Project ManagementO'Reilly, 2005
"'The Art of Project Management' covers it all--from practical  methods for making sure work gets done right and on time, to the mindset that  can make you a great leader motivating your team to do their best. Reading this  was like reading the blueprint for how the best projects are managed at  Microsoft... I wish we always...
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Electricity and Electronics for HVACMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Master the Electric and Electronic Components that Control  Today's Air Conditioning, Heating, and Refrigeration Systems!
 Electricity and Electronics for HVAC provides an expert account of the electric and electronic components used for modern air conditioning, heating, and refrigeration systems. Packed with hundreds...
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A Cell Biologist's Guide to Modeling and BioinformaticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A step-by-step guide to using computational tools to solve problems in cell biology
Combining expert discussion with examples that can be reproduced by the reader, this text introduces an array of informatics tools that are available for analyzing biological data and modeling cellular processes. You learn to fully leverage public databases and...
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Learn 2D Game Development with C# (Expert's Voice in Game Development)Apress, 2013

	2D games are hugely popular across a wide range of platforms and the ideal place to start if you’re new to game development. With Learn 2D Game Development with C#, you'll learn your way around the universal building blocks of game development, and how to put them together to create a real working game.


	C# is...
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